The i2i has been one of Stealth’s signature products and one that is recognized around the world. The i2i head, neck and shoulder positioning system is offered in eleven different series. We have made significant improvements through the years and now have added a few more. It’s important to remember that the Headrest is the finishing point of any seating system—not a starting point. If a client does not hold his/her head erect it does not necessarily mean he has poor head control. It could be the result of a poorly fitting or improper seating system!

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

1. 5/32 tool for socket-head and flat-head screws on mounting ring and mounting hardware.
2. Includes: ball mounting ring and headrest pad.
3. Headrest attaches to the TWB480-FDM.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

1. The i2i is designed to help those with difficulty of movement and keeping the head upright.
2. Keeping the head straight and level improves eye contact to promote socialization and assist in interpreting responses and communication.
3. Keeping the user’s head straight eases feeding, reduces saliva drool and greatly reduces the need to reposition the user’s head, neck, and shoulders.

**BUILD YOUR i2i SERIES HEADREST**

**STEP 1: NECK SIZE**

The individual’s neck circumference will determine the appropriate size i2i.

**STEP 2: ARM LENGTH**

To determine arm length, measure from the top of the clavicle to the bottom of the sternum.

**STEP 3: EAR CUTOUTS (I2I-EC)**

Individuals with lateral flexion will need ear cutouts and gel inserts to help reduce friction and pressure points.

**STEP 4: FABRICS**

Select a material for both the i2i and the Chin Prompt.

**STEP 5: LINKS (TWB-LINK)**

Standard i2i Hardware has a maximum reach of 6”. Additional links increase the maximum reach.

**STEP 6: SWING-AWAYS (SUS9 SERIES)**

Facial lateral Swing-Aways can be added to the i2i for pad, switch, speaker sites and chin control devices.
**Hardware Options**

- **TWB480-17FDM**
  An easy transfer flip down mount and links make Stealth’s TWB480-FDM.

- **TD100**
  The Tone Deflector is design to absorb quick impact and aver slanted angle loading.

**Headrest Packages**

- **i2i280**
  Niño Extra Small
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i282**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i380**
  Niño Extra Small
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i382**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i480**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i481**
  Sm. w/short arms
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i483**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i482**
  Adjustable w/Gel

- **i2i490**
  Low Profile

- **i2i491**
  Low Profile

- **i2i492**
  Low Profile w/Gel

- **i2i580**
  Medium

- **i2i581**
  Med. w/short arms
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i582**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i583**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i590**
  Low Profile

- **i2i591**
  Low Profile

- **i2i592**
  Low Profile w/Gel

- **i2i680**
  Large

- **i2i681**
  Lg. w/short arms
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i682**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i683**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i690**
  Low Profile

- **i2i691**
  Low Profile

- **i2i692**
  Low Profile w/Gel

- **i2i693**
  Low Profile w/Gel

- **i2i780**
  Extra Large

- **i2i781**
  X-Lg. w/short arms
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i782**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i783**
  Standard w/Gel

- **i2i790**
  Low Profile

- **i2i791**
  Low Profile

- **i2i792**
  Low Profile w/Gel

- **i2i793**
  Low Profile w/Gel

- **i2i740**
  Adjustable Arms

- **i2i741**
  Adjustable w/Gel

**Swing-Away Options**

- **SUS9-B-HW**
  Stealth Product’s Swing-Away hardware offers a sleek, unobtrusive design while featuring an easy, one-hand release mechanism for swinging pads and switches back a full 100°.

- **SUS9DL-DB**
  The dual swing away design allows for more attachment sites for facial pads or switches for those clients who need more real estate or extra support.

- **SUNS9-B-HW**
  Convenient sizing, versatility, comfort and intuitive function with a clean, elegant design makes Stealth’s SUNS9 the best choice when in need for pediatric facial pads and switches.

- **900**
  Facial Pad
  (4.5" x 2")

- **910**
  Facial Spot Pad
  (3" x 2")

- **920**
  Long Facial pad
  (6" x 2")

- **930**
  Long Niño Facial Pad
  (6" x 1.5")

- **F8675**
  Stealth’s figure 8 bracket adds real estate for an extra attachment.

- **JOYSTICK MOUNTS**
  - SM600: Mini Proportional mount
  - SM610: 1812 mount
  - SM620: Tash Mini mount
  - SM630: ASL-MEC mount

- **SP625**
  Sip & Puff mount

- **CN600**
  Swing-away flex Micro-Lite switch.

---

*Headrest Packages come with Headrest Pad, Link Style Flip Down Mounting hardware and Chin Prompt.

**Packages with 'Adjustable Arms' and 'Adjustable w/Gel' do not include a Chin Prompt.
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